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Microservice-based architectures have gained popularity in application development, but
their continuous evolution poses design and maintenance challenges due to their com-
plexity and polyglot nature. Manual validation of adherence to architecture guidelines is
laborious. This keynote presents an approach to efficient conformance assessment during
microservice evolution. Our methodology spans various aspects of microservice architec-
ture, encompassing views on component decomposition, continuous delivery, deployment
strategies, microservice APIs, and security considerations. The approach is grounded in
a comprehensive analysis of existing industry guidelines, gray literature, and scientific re-
search, from which we derive architectural design decisions featuring architecture patterns
and best practices as selectable decision options. We introduce automated detectors and
formal metrics to identify architectural design decisions, assess system alignment with
architectural design decisions, and an approach to the automated fixing of conformance
violations. Finally, our approach suggests automatically deriving detection strategies as
metrics-based rules for conformance prediction.
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